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Cactus and semi-cactus dahlias 
are double blooms. Cactus dahlias 
have very narrow petals. While' 
semi-cactus dahlias have ends 
that are fluffy-looking.

As the name suggests' waterlily 
dahlias resemble waterlily flowers 
– they are a shallow double 
flower with curved or flat petals.

Collarette dahlias have 
overlapping' large petals that 
surround a ,collar, of smaller 
petals around a disc in the centre. 

Click to link to: the ,how to, video 

Dahlias
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Dahlias are magical plants. If deadheaded' they,ll 
conjure up flowers all summer.

There are thousands of varieties' you can 
categorise them to the following ,types, ...

This is a worm,s eye view guide to dahlias. An amateur 
gardener,s knowledge on what Dahlias like' and dislike. 
Armed with this knowledge we can help dahlias flower 
all summer. To survive the winter' and do it all again 
next year. We love dahlias.

Dahli-ahhhhs Dahli-ahhhhs 
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Anemone dahlias have an unusual 
look' they have tubular florets 
in the middle' surrounded by at 
least one ring of flatter petals on 
the outside.

Attractive to pollinators' single 
dahlias have one ring of rounded 
or pointed petals that circle 
around a central disc.

Decorative dahlias double 
flowered with flat broad leaves. 
These are the largest of all the 
dahlias. Its flowers can be up to 
25cm in diameter.

Pom pom and Ball Dahlias are 
spheres' formed of petals that 
are curved inwards.

Ball dahlias  are larger than 
pompon dahlias and can form a 
slightly flattened sphere. 

Dahlia types
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Dahlias all grow the same way' 
but are grouped based on their 
flower characteristics. 

Pom pom and BallPom pom and Ball
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The modern day dahlia is 
believed to have derived from 
the Aztecs. Dahlias were used 
by the Aztecs for food and 
medicine. We know this plant 
was called a ,Tree Dahlia,.

Varieties today range' in 
height' from compact (up 
to 30cm) that don,t require 
staking' to grander (1.5m 
plus) varieties that do need 
staking. They come in a diverse 
spectrum of colours too ...
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Our dahlia listOur dahlia list
You can grow dahlias from seed' tubers or 
basal cuttings. Start your Dahlias indoors 
in March' April' or wait to plant in the soil in 
May. Either way:

1. Plant out when all risk of frost has gone
2. Keep 60cms apart' dahlia,s like their space

3. Unless a compact variety' stake them and 
tie in their shoots every week
4. Limit five stems per tuber
5. When stems reach 40cms' pinch out the 
top two sets of leaves
6. For more flowers' feed them every two 
weeks with a high potash feed
7. Tie them in' did we say that?
8. Regularly pick the flowers or deadhead 
the plants for a longer flowering season ... 
right up til the first frosts
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We planted our dahlia seeds late January. As you 
can see' they,re doing well!

Our plantsOur plants
Potting tubersPotting tubers
Starting your Dahlias indoors in March' April.

1. Plant up your tubers in pots - 3 litre 
about 18cms wide
2. Use damp soil' not wet. Too much water 
will rot the tuber
3. Label the pots - or leave to memory!
4. You could see shoots in 3-6 weeks' 
depending when you plant them

Plant Dahlias grown indoors 
out in the garden in May' 
or after the last frost ... 

4th feb

11th feb

23rd feb

repotted

9th march
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Dahlias like free-draining soil' in full sun. 

Dahlias dislike strong winds and cold' wet soil. 
The wet rots the tubers. The cold' sub-zero 
temperatures kills them too. Quite simply' they,re 
not hardy' like a pansy' for example.

So' a lot of gardeners dig them up after the first 
frost' and store them. To replant them once more in 
spring.

Click to link to: the ,how to, video 

To dig or not to dig?To dig or not to dig?

March 7th
Using damp soil' we planted our 
tubers in 18cm wide' 3 litre pots.

Labelled' they are currently 
sitting on a window sill' waiting to 
form shoots.

More to come ...
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Good to know ...Good to know ...
when planting tuberswhen planting tubers
The bigger the tuber the bigger the dahlia is a 
myth. The tuber is the ,starter, food source 
for the plant. Once they have about 4 sets 
of leaves' the root system growing from the 
tuber is responsible for health of the plant. 

As we have learnt the hard way' planting 
sometimes is all about timing. Plant out when all 
risk of frost has past. Try to avoid heavy rainfall 
and storms too ... easier said than done

WaterWater
These plants will want water when they get going' 
before that keep them damp but well drained soil.
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Pinch' prune' stake' Pinch' prune' stake' 
tie' water' feed' tie' water' feed' 
pick and deadheadpick and deadhead
Dahlias need ongoing maintenance. For more flowers 
later' cut a dahlia,s centre stalk down by two sets 
of leaves - when it reaches 30 to 40 cms ... 
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MaintenanceMaintenance
For more flowers and a healthy plant follow 
these regular maintenance tips:
1. Limit each bulb to five stems
2. When plants reach about 20 cms' feed 
them every two weeks with a high potash 
feed – this will produce more flowers
3. Pinch out stems at 30-40 cms
4. Unless a compact variety (30cms)' stake 
them and tie in their shoots every week

5. Water weekly. One heavy watering rather 
than lots of surface watering
6. Tie them in' did we say that?
8. Regularly pick the flowers or deadhead 
the plants for a longer flowering season ... 
right up til the first frosts
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Don,t forget ... Don,t forget ... 

Pests ... Pests ... 

To produce bushier Dahlias' and more flowers' 
remove all but five of the shoots sprouting 
from a tuber. 

Did we mention
tieing them in?

It,s not just us who love dahlias. Slugs' snails' and earwigs 
do too. You know how to deal with slugs and snails. Earwigs? 
Try the organic method of entrapping them. Dispose of them 
at the end of the day' as you see fit. 
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